
Agreement 

Vision:2021011801 
Designer Name：     
ID number： 
 Address: 
Mobile： 
E-mail： 

- DESIGNER - 

Anhui Daqi Network Technology Co. Ltd. a company organized and 
existing under the laws of the People's Republic of China, having its 
registered office at 2 building No.1669, North Section of Huolishan Avenue, 
Cihu High-tech Zone, Maanshan City, Anhui 243000, People's Republic of 
China, registered with the commercial register at Maanshan Market 
Supervision and Administration under registration number 
91340500MA2N0TUP6R

- JOURZETTES - 

You are welcome to join the #JourZettsForWomen program. Please read 
carefully and fully understand the terms and conditions before signing the 
agreement. Once you sign this agreement, it means that you have fully read, 
understood and accepted all the content of this agreement, and reached an 
agreement with JourZettes. If you have any objections to any of the terms of 
this agreement, please stop signing.

1. THE CONTENT OF THE AGREEMENT 

1) ABOUT THE #JOURZETTESFORWOMEN PROJECT 
The #JourZettesForWomen project was initiated by JourZettes. The main 
purpose is to introduce the designs and products of outstanding Israeli 
jewelry designers to Chinese consumers. The selected designers are all 
Israeli female designers. Please visit the website for specific information .

2) COOPERATION CONTENT 
The DESIGNER voluntarily joins the #JourZettesForWomen program, and the 
cooperation period is three years from the date of signing this agreement.
Click here to view the terms and methods of joining. The series of works 
provided by the designer will be communicated via email.
The DESIGNER agrees to authorize JourZettes to display and sell her design 
works to unspecified users in China through this agreement. And authorized 
JourZettes to disseminate and use the personal information provided by the 

http://www.jourzettes.com/diamond/jourzettes/jzforwomen_en.php
http://www.jourzettes.com/diamond/jourzettes/howtoapplyjzforwomen_en.php


DESIGNER for free under the premise of the author's signature. When any 
third party reprints, captures, or steals any information including user content 
without JourZettes' consent, the DESIGNER agrees and authorizes 
JourZettes to take any legal measures on its behalf in the name of 
JourZettes.

2.DESIGNER REGULATIONS 

1) DESIGNER CERTIFICATION 
The DESIGNER needs to complete the certification and must bear full 
responsibility for the authenticity, legality, and validity of the information 
provided in JourZettes. The DESIGNER must not use the name of another 
person to publish any information; when it is found that the DESIGNER uses 
the name of another person, JourZettes has the right to stop the cooperation, 
and the DESIGNER shall bear all legal and other responsibilities arising 
therefrom.

2) IF THE DESIGNER SIGNS THIS AGREEMENT, HE NEEDS TO GUARANTEE: 
a The works provided by the DESIGNER are originally created by the 
DESIGNER or have been legally authorized by the original right holder.

b The DESIGNER authorizes JourZettes to use the DESIGNER's work in 
accordance with the relevant rules of this agreement, including but not limited 
to recommending or promoting the designer's work to other users.

c The images uploaded by the DESIGNER comply with the relevant laws, 
regulations, public order and good customs of China and Israel, and will not 
harm the legitimate rights and interests of any other party or cause adverse 
social impact. If the DESIGNER's work contains information or content that 
violates laws and regulations, or violates the legal rights of any third party, the 
DESIGNER will directly bear all adverse consequences.

d JourZettes uses the DESIGNER's work in accordance with the rules of this 
agreement without the need to obtain the consent of the third party or assume 
any responsibility for the third party.

e JourZettes does not guarantee the legality, legitimacy, accuracy, 
completeness or quality of the content provided by the DESIGNER through 
JourZettes. Under no circumstances will JourZettes assume any 
responsibility for any works and designs, including but not limited to any 
errors or omissions in any content and any resulting loss or damage. 



JourZettes reserves the right to reject or remove any works provided by this 
agreement.

3. ABOUT DESIGNER INFORMATION PROTECTION 
JourZettes understands the importance of original design to DESIGNER and 
will do its best to protect DESIGNER's design copyrights. The copyright of the 
DESIGNER's works and designs shall be enjoyed and explained by the 
DESIGNER.

DESIGNER must ensure that she own all the complete copyrights of their 
published works, or have obtained the legal authorization of the copyright 
owner, and must not infringe the legal rights and interests of others such as 
copyrights, portrait rights, trademark rights, and do not violate commercial 
confidentiality agreements. If a legal dispute arises due to the design and 
work, the DESIGNER shall bear all the responsibility, and JourZettes shall not 
bear any legal responsibility.

4. CHANGES AND AMENDMENTS TO THIS AGREEMENT 
JourZettes has the right to modify this agreement at any time, and once the 
terms of the agreement are changed, JourZettes will notify the DESIGNER of 
the modified content by formal mail, and the historical version of the 
agreement will be permanently backed up so that the DESIGNER can know 
the content of each change ; If the DESIGNER does not agree to the 
modification of this agreement, she can give up the cooperation with 
JourZettes; if the DESIGNER chooses to continue to cooperate with 
JourZettes after the modification of this agreement, it is deemed that the 
DESIGNER has accepted the modification of this agreement.

Designer：                                                                    Anhui Daqi Network Technology Co. Ltd.   

Date                                                                                Date


